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Gentle Yet Effective Cleaning.
Gentle Sonicare toothbrush head

Replacement brush head for Sonicare electric toothbrush. Soft on teeth and gums. Effective on plaque.

Easy to maneuver to focus on hard-to-reach areas

Small brush head size helps you focus in tight places

Softest Sonicare brush head ever

Ultra soft bristles for a more effective, gentle cleaning

Innovative new brush head profile delivers gentle experience

Designed to optimize performance

Reminder bristles ensure you are getting an effective clean

Gentle yet effective cleaning

Gently removes plaque for an absolute clean and smooth feel

A brush head that fits multiple handles

Snap-on brush head



Compact Sonicare toothbrush head HX6084/05

Highlights Specifications

Small brush head

The contoured bristle design on a smaller

surface cleans as thoroughly as other Sonicare

brush heads while allowing you to reach

problem areas your dentist may have pointed

out. This design helps you reach and focus on

tight places where plaque and stains can hide.

Gently removes plaque

Gently removes plaque for an absolute clean

and smooth feel.

Ultra soft bristles

Ultra soft bristles at the core of the bristle field

are 25% softer than our standard ProResults

brush head. For a more effective, gentle

cleaning.

Innovative new brush head

Innovative new brush head profile delivers

gentle experience while brushing sensitive

teeth and gums.

Reminder bristles

Reminder bristles let's you know when to

replace the brush head. After three months of

normal use bristles exhibit fatigue, and brush

heads are less effective. Replace your brush

heads every 3 months.

Snap-on brush head

Easy brush head placement and handle

cleaning

Ease of use

Suitable for these models: FlexCare+,

FlexCare, HealthyWhite, HydroClean,

EasyClean, DiamondClean

Brush head system: Easy snap-on brush

heads for optimal hygiene

Technical specifications

Operating time: For optimal results, a new

brush head is recommended every three

months.
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